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Abstract
Very recently, an arbitrated quantum signature (AQS) scheme of classical message with
an untrusted arbitrator was presented[Eur. Phys. J. D 61(3), 773 (2011)]. In this paper,
the security of the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator is analyzed. An AQS scheme
with an untrusted arbitrator should satisfy the unforgeable property and undeniable property. In particular, the malicious verifier can not modify a message and its signature to
produce a new message with a valid signature, and the dishonest signer who really has
sent the message to the verifier which the verifier accepted as an authentic one cannot
later deny having sent this message. However, we show that, in the AQS scheme with an
untrusted arbitrator, the dishonest signer can successfully disavow his/her signature and
the malicious verifier can counterfeit a valued signature for any message by known message attack when he has received a message-signature pair. Then, we suggest an improved
AQS scheme of classical message with an untrusted arbitrator that can solve effectively
the two problems raised above. Finally, we prove the security of the improved scheme.
Keywords: Quantum cryptography; Quantum signature; Arbitrated quantum signature;
Known message attack
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Introduction

The most spectacular discovery in quantum computing to date is that quantum computer can
efficiently perform some tasks which are likely not feasible on a classical computer. For example, Shor’s quantum algorithm [1] can solve efficiently two enormously important problems:
the problem of finding the prime factors of an integer and the discrete logarithm problem.
This means that most of the classical public key cryptography are not secure if quantum
computers could be available someday. Fortunately, quantum key distribution depends on
the fundamental laws of quantum physics to provide unconditional security [2–9]
A digital signature scheme is a mathematical scheme for demonstrating the authenticity
of a digital message or document. A valid digital signature makes the receiver believe that
the message was created by a known sender and not altered in transit. Digital signatures are
commonly used for the cases where it is important to detect forgery or tampering, such as:
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software distribution and financial transactions. Similar to the classical public key cryptography, most classical digital signature schemes based on the public key cryptography can be
broken by Shor’s algorithm [1]. So, many researchers turn to investigate quantum signatures
and authentication, which is supposed to provide an alternative scheme with unconditional
security. Since Gottesman and Chuang [10] proposed the first quantum digital signatures
scheme based on weak quantum one-way functions, a lot of progress has been made on quantum signatures [11–24]. For instance, Zeng and Keitel [13] proposed an arbitrated quantum
signature (AQS) scheme with many merits. This AQS scheme was further discussed in the
corresponding comments [25, 26]. It can sign both known and unknown quantum states.
Also, it was claimed that the unconditional security is ensured by using the correlation of
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) triplet states [27, 28] and quantum one-time pads [29]. Li
et al. [14] presented an arbitrated quantum signature scheme using Bell states instead of GHZ
states. The scheme using Bell states can preserve the merits in the original scheme [13] while
providing a higher efficiency in transmission and reducing the complexity of implementation.
However, the authors [24] found that the existing AQS schemes [13, 14] can be repudiated by
the receiver Bob, and proposed two improved AQS schemes to conquer this shortcoming.
Ingemarsson and Simmons [30] pointed out that there is nobody trusted by all of the
participants in commercial and/or international applications. Note that, in the arbitrated
signature schemes [13, 14, 26] mentioned above, all communications involve an arbitrator
who has access to the contents of the messages. The security of most arbitrated signature
schemes [13, 14, 26] depends heavily on the trustworthiness of the arbitrators. Nevertheless, in
real applications, the arbitrator may be compromised, that is, the existing arbitrated schemes
[13, 14, 26] could not prevent the arbitrator from attacking, i.e., impersonation or forgery. Cao
and Markowitch [31] thought that arbitrated signature scheme proposed by Zeng and Keitel
[13, 26] is artificial because its security entirely depends on the presence of a trustworthy
arbitrator. Therefore, Yang et al. [32] considered the issue of arbitrated signature of classical
messages with an untrusted arbitrator and illustrated its feasibility. However, in this paper,
we will show that the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator [32] is insecure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we briefly review
the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator [32]. Then, in Section 3, we recall the security requirements of the AQS scheme of classical message with an untrusted arbitrator [32].
Afterwards, in Section 4, we show that the dishonest signer can successfully disavow his/her
signature and the malicious verifier can counterfeit a valued signature when he has received
a message-signature pair. Moreover, in Section 5, we suggest an improved AQS scheme with
an untrusted arbitrator which can solve effectively the problems raised above. In addition, in
Section 6, we show the security of the improved AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator.
Finally, in Section 7, we make a conclusion.

2

Review of the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator

In the interest of readability, in this section, we briefly review the AQS scheme with an
untrusted arbitrator in Ref. [32].
The AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator includes three parts: The set-up phase, the
signature phase, and the verification phase where the verification phase includes two security
checking phases. As the other AQS schemes, the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator
also involves three participants: The signer Alice, the verifier Bob, and the arbitrator Trent,
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where Alice sends a classical message M to Bob through Trent’s arbitration. The scheme is
described as follows.

2.1

Scheme set-up

(1) Alice shares her k-bit secret key KA with the arbitrator through quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols [2–4], which were proved to be unconditionally secure [5, 6].
(2) Likewise, Bob obtains his k-bit secret key KB shared with the arbitrator.
(3) To prevent the arbitrator’s forgery attack, Alice sends Bob a k-bit secret key Ks through
QKD protocols.

2.2

Signature phase

(1) Alice chooses a random number r1 ∈ {0, 1}k−k1 and computes RA = r1 kH(M, IDA , IDB , r1 , T ),
where the role of T and the random number r1 is to determine the time of this session
and resist the replay attack. IDA and IDB are the identity of Alice and Bob, “k”
denotes “concatenate” and hash function H(·) : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k1 is used to generate
a digest. Here, the value of k1 depends on the chosen hash function.
(2) Then she generates the signature |RA i by encoding the string RA in terms of the key
i ⊕ K i determines the encoding
KA and Ks , denoted as E(Ks ⊕KA ) [RA ]. The value of KA
s
i ⊕ K i is 0, (R )i is encoded with the basis {|0i, |1i}; else if K i ⊕ K i
basis, i.e., if KA
A
s
s
A
i ⊕ Ki
is 1, (RA )i is encoded with the basis {|+i, |−i||±i = √12 (|0i ± |1i)}, where KA
s
denotes the ith bit of the secret key KA ⊕Ks . Afterwards, before Alice sends |RA i to the
arbitrator, she inserts a certain number of qubits into the sequence at random positions
with the probability pd . All these qubits are randomly in one of the four nonorthogonal
states {|0i, |1i, |+i, |−i}, which can be used to check eavesdropping. Then she sends the
quantum string containing the signature |RA i to the arbitrator.

2.3

The first security checking phase

(1) When the arbitrator receives the quantum string, he informs Alice of the fact.
(2) After hearing from the arbitrator, Alice first publishes the positions and the measuring
bases (MBs) of the sampling particles.
(3) The arbitrator measures the sampling particles in the received sequence in the same
MBs and then publishes his measurement results.
(4) Alice can check eavesdropping by comparing the arbitrator’s measurement results with
the initial states of the sampling particles. If the error rate is lower than a predetermined
small value ε1 , Alice confirms that no eavesdropper exists and announces this fact. Then
she sends the strings M , IDA , IDB to Bob via a classical channel and the strings IDA ,
IDB to the arbitrator via a classical channel. Otherwise, they abort the communication.
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2.4

Verification phase

i is 0,
(1) The arbitrator decrypts |RA i using the key KA and gets EKs [RA ]. That is, if KA
i
i
i
he performs I operation
on (|R

 A i) ; else if KA is 1, he performs on (|RA i) the operation

Ĥ, where Ĥ =

√1
2

1
1

1
−1

. Then the arbitrator encrypts the qubit string EKs [RA ]

i is 0, (E [R ])i is intact; else
with KB , denoted as E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ]. For instance, if KB
Ks
A
i
i
if KB is 1, he performs on (EKs [RA ]) the operation Ĥ. To check eavesdropping in the
arbitrator-Bob quantum channel, the arbitrator inserts a certain number of photons into
the sequence at random positions with the probability pc . All these checking photons are
randomly in one of the four nonorthogonal states {|0i, |1i, |+i, |−i}. Then the arbitrator
sends the qubit string to Bob.

(2) Bob first performs the second security check. If no error occurs, Bob decrypts E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ]
0 = r 0 kH 0 . In detail, if K i ⊕K i is 0, Bob measures
using the keys KB and Ks and gets RA
s
1
B
i
(E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ]) with the basis {|0i, |1i}. Otherwise, Bob measures (E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ])i
with the basis {|+i, |−i}.
(3) To verify the signature, Bob has to get the help of Alice to obtain the knowledge
of T . He asks Alice to publish T . Using the classical strings M , IDA , IDB and T
sent from Alice, Bob can compute H(M, IDA , IDB , r10 , T ) and compare it with H 0 .
If H(M, IDA , IDB , r10 , T ) = H 0 , he can judge that the message comes from Alice and
authenticate the authenticity of Alice and the integrity of the message M . The signature
key Ks are updated to Ks ⊕ r10 kH 0 . Otherwise, Bob rejects and they have to establish
some new secret keys.

2.5

The second security checking phase

(1) After hearing from Bob, the arbitrator first publishes the positions and the MBs of the
sampling particles.
(2) Bob measures the sampling particles in the received sequence in the same MBs and then
publishes his measurement results.
(3) The arbitrator then checks eavesdropping by comparing Bob’s measurement results with
the initial states of the sampling particles. If the error rate is lower than a predetermined
small value ε2 , the arbitrator confirms that no eavesdropper exists and announces this
fact.

3

The security requirements of the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator

In this section, we further recall the security requirements of the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator [32].

3.1

Unforgeable property

(1) The outside opponent. The outsider cannot impersonate Alice to send a forged message
to the verifier Bob, and/or tamper the message sent from Alice to Bob.
4

(2) The verifier. The dishonest verifier who never received the message from Alice cannot
present the correct evidence of having received it.
(3) The arbitrator. The dishonest arbitrator cannot send a message to Bob which Bob will
accept as authentic.

3.2

Undeniable property

(1) The signer. The dishonest signer who really has sent the message to Bob which Bob
accepted as authentic cannot later deny having sent this message.
(2) The verifier. The dishonest verifier who has verified the signature cannot later deny his
involvement.

3.3

Discussion about the arbitrator

By the security requirements of the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator [32], we only
need to consider the arbitrator’s forging and impersonating. The discussions of the disavowal
attack by the arbitrator collaborating with Alice and the disavowal attack by the arbitrator
collaborating with Bob are not necessary for the AQS with an untrusted arbitrator. In fact,
they can not be achieved in AQS schemes including the original scheme [32]. The disavowal
attack by the arbitrator collaborating with Alice is not avoidable. If the arbitrator collaborating with the signer Alice disavowals the signature, Bob could not prove their disavowal
to other people though he can discover their disavowal. Similarly, the disavowal attack by
the arbitrator collaborating with Bob is not avoidable. According to this view, the untusted
arbitrator Trent is semi-honest. Trent is not completely untrustworthy. Under normal circumstances, Trent fulfills his duties seriously when Alice sends a quantum signature to Bob.
However, we need to prevent Trent to forge Alice’s signature and impersonate Alice to send
a signature for his interests.

4

Security analyses of AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator

In this section, we first give an example using AQS schemes with an untrusted arbitrator [32].
Then, we show that the dishonest signer can successfully disavow his/her signature and the
malicious verifier can counterfeit a valued signature for any message when he has received a
message-signature pair.

4.1

An example using AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator

In this subsection, we give an example needing arbitrated signature schemes with an untrusted
arbitrator. As the Ref. [32], we consider such a scenario in a local network of a company.
There is a rigid hierarchy of management in the company. That is, the general manager
directly charges the department manager, and each department manager directly charges the
staffs in his department.
Example 1 In a company, the general manager Alice sends a classical message M to a
department manager Bob by the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator [32]. The network
5

administrator of the company, Trent, is the arbitrator in the AQS scheme. Several days later,
there is a dispute between the signer Alice and the verifier Bob. Alice says that the message
is M1 . However, Bob declares that the message sent by Alice is M2 and M2 6= M1 .
In the following subsections, we will show that all people including the arbitrator Trent
can not settle the dispute.

4.2

The signer’s disavowal

In this subsection, we show that the dishonest signer Alice can successfully disavow her
signature.
In Ref. [32], it was thought that the dishonest signer Alice can not intercept and forge
quantum signature when Trent sends it to Bob because she does not know the secret key KB
and the correct positions of the checking qubits inserted in the quantum string. Therefore,
Alice’s forgery attack will introduce errors in Bob’s measurement outcomes of checking bits.
However, Alice can disavow her signature.
As Example 1, there is a dispute between Alice and Bob. Alice says that the sending
message is M1 while Bob declares that the message sent by Alice is M2 . Suppose that, the
real sending message M = M2 and Alice disavowed her signature message by declaring the
sending message “M = M1 ”. Clearly, Bob knows that the message received from Alice is M2
and M2 6= M1 . However, Bob has not enough evidence to prove Alice’s disavowal.
Bob received M , IDA , IDB and T from Alice, and |RA i = EKs [RA ] with RA = r1 kH(M, IDA , IDB , r1 , T )
from Trent. However, these are not enough to prove Alice’s disavowal. Note that, Trent does
not know the contents of |RA i because he does not know the secret key Ks . Thereby, Trent
knows nothing but Alice has sent some signature to Bob. When Alice says that she sent “M1 ,
IDA , IDB and T ” to Bob and |R1 i = EKs [R1 ] with R1 = r1 kH(M1 , IDA , IDB , r1 , T ) to Trent
while Bob declares that he received “M2 , IDA , IDB and T ” from Alice and |R2 i = EKs [R2 ]
with R2 = r1 kH(M2 , IDA , IDB , r1 , T ) from Trent. Trent can not arbitrate. Similarly, nobody
can resolve this dispute between Alice and Bob.
By the discussion above, the signer can disavow her signature successfully.

4.3

The verifier’s counterfeiting

In this subsection, we show that the malicious verifier can counterfeit a valued signature when
he has received a message-signature pair.
In Ref. [32], it was considered only that the malicious verifier Bob intercepts and forges
quantum signature |RA i when Alice sends it to Trent. This can not succeed because Bob cannot distinguish the information qubits and the checking qubits. However, Bob can counterfeit
Alice’s signature after he receives it from Trent.
In Example 1, there is a dispute between Alice and Bob. Alice says that the sending
message is M1 while Bob declares that the message sent by Alice is M2 . Suppose that, the
real sending message M = M1 and Bob disavowed his receiving M1 with Alice’s signature by
declaring “the sending message M is M2 ”. Clearly, Alice knows that the sending message is
M1 and M1 6= M2 . However, Alice has not enough evidence to prove Bob’s disavowal.
Similar to the discussion in Subsection 4.2, Trent does not know the contents of |RA i
because he does not know the secret key Ks . Thereby, Trent knows nothing but Alice has sent
some signature to Bob.
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When Bob lies that he received “M2 , IDA , IDB and T ” from Alice and |R2 i = EKs [R2 ]
with R2 = r1 kH(M2 , IDA , IDB , r1 , T ) from Trent while Alice says that she sent “M1 , IDA ,
IDB and T ” to Bob and |R1 i = EKs [R1 ] with R1 = r1 kH(M1 , IDA , IDB , r1 , T ) to Trent.
Trent can not arbitrate. Similarly, nobody can resolve this dispute between Alice and Bob.
By the discussion above, we know that Bob can successfully counterfeit Alice’s signature
for a new message M2 .

5

An improved arbitrated quantum signature scheme with an
untrusted arbitrator

In this section, we give an improved arbitrated quantum signature scheme with an untrusted
arbitrator of classical message. This scheme can solve effectively the problems raised above.
For convenience, we use EK [R] to denote that the classical message R is encoded into
quantum states in terms of the key K as


|0i, if K i ⊕Ksi =0 & Ri =0,


 |1i, if K i ⊕K i =0 & Ri =1,
s
(EK [R])i =

|+i, if K i ⊕Ksi =1 & Ri =0,



i
i
i

(1)

|−i, if K ⊕Ks =1 & R =1.

The setting of the improved AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator is as follows:
(1) Alice, Bob and Trent have an error-free quantum channel for their quantum communication;
(2) They have an unblocked public classical communication channel (or, a classical public
board) which are assumed to be susceptible to eavesdropping but not to be the injection
or alteration of messages.
The improved AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator also includes three parts: The
set-up phase, the signature phase, and the verification phase where the verification phase
includes two security checking phases. Also, it involves three participants: The signer Alice,
the verifier Bob, and Trent, where Alice sends a classical message M to Bob through Trent’s
arbitration. The scheme is described as follows.

5.1

Scheme set-up phase

(1) Alice shares her k-bit signature key KA with the arbitrator Trent by the quantum key
distribution (QKD) protocols [2–4], which were proved to be unconditionally secure [5–
9]. To prevent Trent’s forgery attack, Alice shares a k-bit secret key Ks with Bob by
QKD protocols.
(2) Similarly, Bob obtains his k-bit verification key KB shared with Trent.

5.2

Signature phase

(1) Alice chooses a random number r1 ∈ {0, 1}k−k1 and computes RA = r1 kH(M, IDA , IDB , r1 , T ),
where the role of T and the random number r1 is to determine the time of this session
and resist the replay attack. Here, the value of k1 depends on the chosen hash function.
7

(2) Alice generates the signature |RA i=E(Ks ⊕KA ) [RA ]. To check eavesdropping, she inserts
a certain number of qubits, which are chosen randomly from {|0i, |1i, |+i, |−i}, into
the sequence at random positions with the probability pd . Afterwards, she sends the
quantum string containing |RA i to Trent.

5.3

The first security checking phase

(1) When Trent receives the quantum string, he informs Alice the fact.
(2) After hearing from Trent, Alice first publishes the positions and the MBs of the sampling
particles by the public classical communication channel.
(3) Trent measures the sampling particles in the received sequence in the same MBs and
then publishes his measurement results by the public classical communication channel.
(4) Alice can check eavesdropping by comparing Trent’s measurement results with the initial
states of the sampling particles. If the error rate is lower than a predetermined small
value ε1 , Alice confirms that no eavesdropper exists and announces this fact. Then,
Alice announces publicly M , IDA , IDB by the classical communication channel such
that both Bob and Trent know them. Otherwise, they abort the communication.

5.4

Verification phase

(1) Trent gets EKs [RA ] by decrypting |RA i with the key KA , i.e.,
(
i

(EKs [R]) =
where Ĥ =

√1
2



1
1

1
−1

(|RA i)i , if Ksi =0,
Ĥ(|RA i)i , if Ksi =1,

(2)



. Then, Trent encrypts the qubit string EKs [RA ] with KB , i.e.,
(
i

(E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ]) =

i =0,
(EKs [R])i , if KB
i =1.
Ĥ(EKs [R])i , if KB

(3)

To check eavesdropping in Trent-Bob quantum channel, Trent inserts a certain number of qubits, which are chosen randomly from {|0i, |1i, |+i, |−i}, into the sequence at
random positions with the probability pc . Then, Trent sends the qubit string to Bob.
(2) Bob first performs the second security check. If no error occurs, Bob decrypts E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ]
0 = r 0 kH 0 . In detail, if K i ⊕K i is 0, Bob measures
using the keys KB and Ks and gets RA
s
1
B
i
(E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ]) with the basis {|0i, |1i}. Otherwise, Bob measures (E(Ks ⊕KB ) [RA ])i
with the basis {|+i, |−i}.
(3) To verify the signature, Bob asks Alice to publish T .
(4) Alice announces publicly T by the classical communication channel such that both Bob
and Trent know it.
(5) Using the classical strings M , IDA , IDB and T published by Alice, Bob can compute
H(M, IDA , IDB , r10 , T ) and compare it with H 0 . If H(M, IDA , IDB , r10 , T ) = H 0 , he
judges that the message comes from Alice and authenticates the authenticity of Alice
8

and the integrity of the message M . Bob announces publicly the fact that Alice’s
signature is authenticated or not. If it is authenticated, Trent records the messages M ,
IDA , IDB , and T to prevent dissensions. Otherwise, they abort this scheme (They may
begin a new signature scheme, i.e., they go to the step (1) of the scheme set-up phase).

5.5

The second security checking phase

(1) After hearing from Bob, Trent first publishes the positions and the MBs of the sampling
particles.
(2) Bob measures the sampling particles in the received sequence in the same MBs and then
publishes his measurement results.
(3) Trent then checks eavesdropping by comparing Bob’s measurement results with the
initial states of the sampling particles. If the error rate is lower than a predetermined
small value ε2 , Trent confirms that no eavesdropper exists and announces publicly this
fact.
The essential differences between the improved scheme and the original scheme [32] are
the step (4) of the first security checking phase and the steps (3)–(5) of the verification phase.

6

Security discussions of the improved scheme

In this section, we discuss the security of the improved AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator. In particular, we show the improved scheme can resist the two attacks introduced in
Section 4.

6.1

Unforgeable property

The outside opponent. The outsider opponent Eve cannot impersonate Alice to send a forged
message to the verifier Bob because she does not know the keys KA and Ks . Similarly, she can
not tamper the message because she does not know the keys KA and Ks , and the positions
of the sampling particles.
The verifier. Note that, Alice need announce publicly the messages M , IDA and IDB
in the step (4) of the first security checking phase and publishes T in the step (4) of the
verification phase. Furthermore, the arbitrator Trent need record the messages M , IDA ,
IDB , and T in the step (4) of the verification phase. Thereby, the dishonest verifier Bob
can never counterfeit a valued signature for any new message even though he has received
a message-signature pair. Otherwise, Trent can find out Bob’s counterfeiting because the
counterfeit message is different from the message M , or the time stamp is different from the
time stamp T .
The arbitrator. If the dishonest arbitrator forges Alice’s signature for a new message,
Bob may find out Trent’s forging because the new message is different from the message M
published by Alice in the step (4) of the first security checking phase. Similarly, the dishonest
arbitrator can not replay signature because the signature |RA i containing the time tamp T
and the random number r1 . In addition, the dishonest arbitrator can not impersonate Alice
to send a signature because the improved scheme needs Alice to publish publicly the messages
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M , IDA and IDB in the step (4) of the first security checking phase and T in the step (4) of
the verification phase.
In addition, the improved scheme can use the technics mentioned in the original paper
[32] to resist the Trojan horse attacks.

6.2

Undeniable property

The signer. Note that, in this scheme, Alice need announce publicly the messages M , IDA
and IDB in the step (4) of the first security checking phase and publish publicly T in the
step (4) of the verification phase. Moreover, the messages M , IDA , IDB , and T have been
recorded by Trent. Therefore, the dishonest signer who really has sent the message to Bob
which Bob accepted as authentic cannot later deny having sent this message.
The verifier. The verifier Bob who really has verified the signature cannot later deny his
involvement in because he need publish his measurement result in the step (2) of the second
security checking phase, his verification of the message needs the help of Alice in the step (3)
of the verification phase, and he announces publicly the fact that Alice’s signature has been
authenticated in the step (5) of the verification phase.
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Conclusion

We analyzed the security of the AQS scheme with an untrusted arbitrator [32]. More specifically, we showed that the dishonest signer Alice can successfully disavow her signature and the
malicious verifier can counterfeit a valued signature when he has received a message-signature
pair. Therefore, we gave an improved AQS scheme of classical message with an untrusted
arbitrator. This scheme can solve effectively the two problems raised above and its security
was proved as well.
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